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Foreword

Australian students, community
leaders, educators and employers
are calling for a new way of
recognising valued learning that:
is trusted and understood by the
community, has social and economic
currency and allows all 15-19 year
olds to demonstrate their levels
of confidence and creativity,
knowledge and knowhow.

After several years of feasibility testing and research,
Learning Creates Australia launched in 2020 through
an alliance of people and organisations committed to
ensuring that every young Australian, regardless of
where they live or what school they attend, should be
recognised through a learning system that helps
them flourish.
As this paper is published, The Learners Journey project
will complete its first of three cycles of collaboration and
research through a National Social Lab. This method
includes co-designing, exploring and prototyping how
we might articulate, design, assess and accredit learning
in a way which better reflects the diverse knowledge
sets, skills and dispositions of students.
While Australia has many examples of positive
incremental change and aspects of our education
system have served many young people well, how we
define and measure success in learning is limiting young
people’s ability to prepare for their future – regardless
of their background, abilities or efforts.
Australia has the fourth most segregated education
system in the world.1 We need to build a new way of
recognising success that leaves no one behind. We are
mindful that those who are able to find a way to thrive
will continue to do so, if not more so. All students – and
especially those who experience disadvantage – stand to
gain from a more extensive range of pathways that are
more informative for recruiters and selectors.
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With new learning pathways that fully reflect young
people’s skills, knowledge and experiences, we envisage
Australia’s workforce participation and productivity will
benefit as will the health and wellbeing of young people.
With input from many people across education,
government, business and philanthropy, including
young people, this paper builds on the engagement and
evidence behind the work of Learning Creates Australia
to date.
Learning Creates Australia, commissioned this paper
from our research partners, the University of Melbourne,
to contribute to the evidence base for our work.
The research team has gathered input from many
people across education, government, business and
philanthropy, including young people.

Importantly, The Learner’s Journey centres young people
and First Nations people as central drivers of the work.
While this project was conceptualised before Australia
was impacted by COVID-19, it’s relevance has only
grown as education and online learning has been
significantly disrupted here and around the world. It
has highlighted inequities and demonstrated that new
solutions are now crucial as we transform, modify, adapt,
re-invent and hold onto the great things that will move
us towards lifelong learning in Australia.
We look forward to working with you to ensure
Learning Creates Australia.

There is more work to do and this paper does not
present every angle of learning. Rather it attempts to
build on the best practice and thinking in the industry, to
present a new way to a recognition system that has trust
and utility.
The Learner’s Journey has bought together many who
have contributed to the thinking behind this paper, and
aims to build solutions towards a better currency for
recognising learning. And as part of the process, those
who share the challenges we recognise are invited to
share and extend this work as they design and scale
their programs and initiatives.

Anthony Mackay AM, Hayley McQuire
and Jan Owen AM
Co-Chairs, Learning Creates Australia

Learning Creates actively welcomes others to own, drive
and adopt a new narrative for recognition in Australia.
It’s not the work of one entity, organisation or sector
but a shared framework with tools that we can all test
and take into our schools, programs, policies and plans
around the country.

Recognition of learning success for all
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Summary

Too many young Australians finish school ill-equipped
with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and dispositions
that they need to navigate the transition from school
to further education, training or employment.
This is a persistent problem that has resisted policy and
programmatic effort for decades. Innovation has tended
to be peripheral, unable to be scaled or sustained.

This paper provides the background
to the problem and the opportunity.
It examines the prevailing conceptions
of success built into the recognition
system in senior secondary schooling
in Australia and explores how to build a
more equitable system that celebrates
and measures a broader and deeper
conception of success.
A nationally agreed goal of Australian schooling is that
all young people should leave school with the learning
they require to be confident and creative individuals,
committed to lifelong learning as active and informed
members of the community who will thrive in work,
family and community life.
However, the weight of evidence is that the Australian
schooling system is stuck or even going backwards in
providing the learning success for each young person.
Key indicators and metrics are not improving, or are
improving only slowly. Many young people are still not
completing school. Standards of attainment in some
core areas of learning are falling. Even for these who
complete school, transition into a satisfying post-school
pathways is often difficult and slow and not conducive
to confidence.
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The effectiveness of the system is uneven and it is less
effective for young people from rural, remote and low
socio-economic communities, those from Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities, those with
specialised needs and those who are refugees or
immigrants.

The core problem is the misalignment
between what we measure as educational
success and the learning goals we
aspire to.
Correcting this misalignment provides a powerful
opportunity for impact. If assessment and recognition
changes, so too does the curriculum and organisation
of learning.
The dominant recognition system for senior secondary
schooling includes the Australian Tertiary Admissions
Rank (ATAR) rankings for tertiary selection and senior
secondary certificates. The system is long-established,
deeply embedded, generally trusted and operates with
high levels of efficiency and integrity, underpinned by
the work of assessment and recognition authorities,
tertiary selection bodies and schools in each jurisdiction.
The system sets syllabuses, defines study rules
and regulations for students, sets assessments and
examinations, calculates scores, monitors and moderates
standards and issues certificates.

Learning Creates Australia is focused on
building a new, trusted and well-endorsed
approach to recognising learning that
will strengthen and increase agency in
young people and help them to effectively
navigate and access a range of pathways
beyond school.

A better recognition system in Australia would assess
and represent for each young person the degree to
which a learner has attained the full range of learning
they need to thrive and would support a learner to
represent their learning regardless of how, where or
when they learned it.
The current recognition system defines success in
narrow, shallow terms that do not reflect the breadth
and depth of learning now required.
Scoring is (usually) competitive and not standards
based. It tends to privilege examinable academic
knowledge, rather than knowhow, the capacity to learn
or the exercise of learner agency. It has the effect of
marginalising vocational and community-based learning
and learners often have to put aside their own interests,
passions, cultural contexts and motivations and the
cultural, economic and educational needs of
their communities.

Required components of a new system include:
New learning ambitions:
Broader and deeper learning required by
senior secondary students if they are to thrive
as creative, confident individuals and active,
informed, contributing members of society.
New assessments:
Methods for assessing the degree to which a
learner has progressed in their learning in any
domain, especially when depth and complexity
in learning is required.
New standards:
Expressions of the increasing levels of
sophistication learners are expected to attain as
they progress in learning from novice to expert,
or beginner to master in any learning domain.
New credentials:
Documentation that is trusted, and comparable,
representing the breadth and depth of learning
a person has attained, with utility for learners,
teachers, recruiters and selectors.

To thrive, a learner needs both breadth and depth of
learning. Such learning should encompass attainment
of the basic literacies and numeracies and mastery
of discipline or domain knowledge. But it should also
include knowhow in applying knowledge to create value
for society and competence in general, transferable
capabilities and dispositions.

Young people should have the ability
to sustain deep connections to the
communities in which they learn, work and
add value. They should be able to exercise
agency to learn independently, channeling
their passions and interests into learning
for their own good and that of their
communities.

New pacts:
Public agreements amongst stakeholders that
settle how the new credentials, standards and
benchmarks will be used to guide objective, fair,
equitable and efficient recruitment and selection
into post school options.
New metrics:
A set of measures that enable teachers, schools,
and the community to monitor and evaluate the
success of schooling in supporting learners to
thrive, at school and beyond.
A key requirement is that the new components
should generate the trust of and utility for learners,
parents and communities, teachers, schools, recruiters
and selectors. Required qualities of credentials include
interpretability, fairness, feasibility and integrity.
Comparability of representations should be guaranteed
across the country.
Change to the current, established recognition system
has inevitable risks and concerns that need to be
monitored. Care is needed to protect against new forms
of gaming, or new kinds of inequity.
The core premise of this new approach to recognition is
that, simultaneously, standards will rise across the board,
the deep inequities evident in schooling will be reduced
and a system embracing agency in young people can
create more effective and equitable pathways for them.

Recognition of learning success for all
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1. Introduction

The problem
The problem is well documented, and persistent. It has
been somewhat impervious to changes in policy setting
by governments and education authorities over the
decades. For instance, despite adoption of the goal to
have students complete their secondary schooling, there
are still many young people who leave early.2,3
An estimated 17 per cent of young Australians of
school age in 2018 did not complete Year 12. This is
more acute for groups of young people living in remote
communities (60 per cent apparent retention rate
from Year 10 to Year 12), Indigenous young people
(65 per cent), those with low levels of social or economic
resources (76 per cent) and those living with disabilities
(32 per cent).
The gap in apparent retention rates between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous students, the focus of much
reparative effort, fell only marginally, from 27 per cent
in 2010 to 21 per cent in 2018.4
But these statistics don’t tell the whole story either. Even
for the 67.2 per cent who complete a senior secondary
qualification and move without interruption into their
universities or vocational training, some experience low
engagement, low satisfaction levels and high levels
of anxiety.5 By age 24, one in four Australians has not
made the transition into full time work, and even for
many who have, it has been a struggle.6
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The problem has endured despite extensive innovative
initiatives and efforts across the country. These
initiatives7,8,9 are implemented to cater for different
groups of students, or early school leavers who have
disengaged, or who struggle to thrive in school. Special
program funding is often used to target groups such as
Indigenous students, students with specialised needs,
or students from communities with low levels of social,
economic or educational capital.
Despite decades of effort, there is little sustained
improvement overall, and in some ways the Australian
schooling system appears to be going backwards.10
For instance, the proportion nationally of 15-yearold students achieving at or above the international
proficiency level in reading fell from approximately
70 per cent in 2000 to below 55 per cent in 2018.
Apparent retention rates from Year 10 to Year 12 have
been around 83 per cent since 2014.11 The participation
of students in vocational training while at school fell from
34 per cent in 2014 to 27 per cent in 2018, down 6.7
per cent – the uptake of education for technical skills and
knowhow in post compulsory education, including in
schools, has dropped off disastrously in favour of more
academic learning.12
In 2018, only 74 per cent of 17-24 year-olds were fully
occupied in work and/or education and training, a figure
that has hovered around that mark since 2006.13

‘Education should play a vital role in promoting intellectual,
physical, emotional, moral, spiritual and aesthetic
development and personal and social wellbeing.
It should promote flexibility, resilience, creativity, and the
ability and drive to keep learning.’
14

The Alice Springs (Mparntwe) Declaration

The opportunity
This report provides support for practical prototyping
being undertaken by Learning Creates Australia in
response to the challenge of how to develop a new
and trusted way to recognise learning that enables
every young person to thrive in learning, work and
the community.

The report provides an underpinning
narrative which examines why change
has been so slow and proposes practical
responses to this.
One premise on which the narrative is based is that
senior secondary schooling needs to ensure that every
school leaver has attained the confidence and creativity,
knowledge and knowhow so they can make a smooth
transition from school to further study and work and
into a thriving adulthood as lifelong learners.
This is aspiration is documented in the The Alice Springs
(Mparntwe) Education Declaration,14 the foundational
statement about education in Australia issued jointly
by state, territory and Commonwealth ministers for
education in 2019.
Broadly, the Declaration sets common and agreed
educational goals for Australia. It asserts that education
should support all young people to realise their potential
by providing the skills they need to participate in the
economy and in society.

Recognition of learning success for all

It cites the need for a broad and deep range of learning
outcomes, referencing intellectual, physical, emotional,
moral, spiritual and aesthetic areas of development.
It stresses the importance of predispositions to learning
and life, including flexibility, resilience, creativity and the
ability and drive to keep learning.
A second premise is that, to address the problem,
‘more of the same’ will not be productive.
A range of recent reviews of senior secondary
schooling15,16 have identified deeper issues with
the Australian schooling system than can be
addressed by local programs and initiatives or by
continuing under the current policy settings. They
allocate blame to the dominant approach in senior
secondary schooling in Australian educational
jurisdictions that establishes, in practice, how success
is defined, assessed and certificated.
The recent Review of Senior Secondary Pathways into
Work, Further Education and Training points out:
‘We have found many instances of innovation. Yet much
that is creative still sits at the periphery of education.
Innovation needs to be embedded systemically in the
senior secondary years. New approaches need to be
trialled and, if successful, scaled up. Demonstration
projects need to have greater influence on the traditional
core of how we measure educational success.’17
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‘We have found many instances of innovation.
Yet much that is creative still sits at the periphery of education.
Innovation needs to be embedded systemically in the senior
secondary years. New approaches need to be trialled and, if
successful, scaled up. Demonstration projects need to have
greater influence on the traditional core of how we measure
educational success.’
19

Review of Senior Secondary Pathways

Considerable attention in current reviews is paid to the
effects of these current official systems for defining and
measuring success, especially the ATAR rankings, and
the examinations associated with them, which are part
of the senior secondary certificates. In a similar vein,
the Review of the NSW curriculum18 noted that Year
12 examinations influence not just Year 12 students
but the entire secondary curriculum.
What is needed, these reviews suggest, is a different
overarching narrative for recognition of success in
learning that avoids a one-size-fits-all approach and
supports programs that are currently peripheral, so
they can be scaled and so that improvement in learning
outcomes for all young people can be instituted and
sustained.

This report presents such a narrative,
defining in broad terms what school
leavers need to learn so that they have the
confidence and creativity, knowledge and
knowhow they need to make a smooth
transition from school to further study
and work and into a thriving adulthood
as lifelong learners.
It examines the current approach to recognition of
learning for senior secondary students: that is, how
‘success’ is defined, assessed and certificated, in practice.
It analyses this practical expression of success and finds
the current system wanting. It identifies components of
a recognition system which would be better aligned with
the contemporary conception of success.
The implications of this narrative for the range of
practical initiatives aimed at improving matters for young
people are drawn out.
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2. What constitutes success in
learning for school leavers
To explore what counts as ‘success in learning’, a
series of sessions with young Australians was held
by Learning Creates Australia early in 2020. Diverse
groups of young people were asked to reflect on
their 10-12 years of schooling.

Did they feel that their schooling had supported them to
learn what they need to learn? What, in their view, does
success in schooling look like and did they achieve it?
These sessions coincided with lockdowns due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and many participants were
grappling with its effects on their lives, including
unemployment, lack of income, family stress, sometimes
illness. Many were conscious of the pressing social
concerns of the day arising from the Black Lives
Matter movement, the world refugee crises, climate
change, economic instability and the high and rising
unemployment rates.20
Memories were fresh of the devastating Australian
bushfires of 2019-2020.21 These young people were
coping with the reality of all of these things, grappling
with the impact on themselves and their friends, families
and communities.

The question of what learning is really
needed to navigate an uncertain world
was front of mind for these young people.

Recognition of learning success for all

Learning what you need to know
While the young people, in general, were optimistic and
had a positive outlook, they were not complimentary
about what they learned at school and its relevance to
the world they live in. They did not favour the notions
of success that their schooling embodied.
Many believed that much of the learning that they
regard as fundamental to their success was not on
the curriculum. They were critical of the dominance of
academic content such as mathematics, science and
social studies. They wanted more curriculum emphasis
on the personal and social skills they needed to achieve
success in the community and at work.
They felt they needed better skills in managing setbacks
of the kind many were experiencing at the time. They
wanted to be more confident in their ability to operate
in culturally complex situations.
They wished that they had more confidence in
themselves as learners, wondering if they have what
is needed to navigate an uncertain world.

9

What young people had to say

‘People with disabilities are forced to navigate an
education system not built for them, especially if
we are mainstreamed. We have to put so much
more time and energy into our learning than
people without disabilities - and sometimes, we
just can’t do that.’

They wanted to know what they could do to respond
to social inequality, such as poverty, racism and sexism.
They were interested in issues such as ‘fake news,’ and
‘alternative truths’, pandemics, environmental disasters of
fire, flood and drought and the stresses associated with
wars, human dislocation and international disputes.

Representing what you know and can do

Success in learning, young people
suggested, should require the
development of such core values as
kindness, resilience and persistence,
alongside subject knowledge.
It should provide an ethical and moral base, and imbue
young people with confidence in their capacity to
collaborate, work in teams and to creatively adapt to
life’s exigencies.

10
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The current system of assessment and credentialing
dominant in Australian secondary schooling faced
particular criticism from young people. They see senior
secondary certificates and the ATAR22 as the official
summation of what they achieved at school, symbolising
their success or failure.
Young people expressed dismay that what was
considered as success in years at school is summarised
by one number (the ATAR) or, at best, by a handful
of numbers (subject scores on a senior secondary
certificate). These numbers, they pointed out, represent
only relative academic performance in various subjects.
They regard such a summary of attainment as a pale
reflection of what they know and can do and of their
contributions.

‘(It produces)…. lack of confidence due to society’s
perception of what success should look like for
you vs your idea of what success is for you. (There
is )…pressure to prioritise specialised learning in
school subjects rather than feeling safe to take a
step towards learning a new skill.’

‘I hate school so much, that stops me from
showing the best I can do. I guess... finding a way
to show superiors what I can do. Teachers just
don’t see into it because it’s their job not to. It’s
their job to apply criteria and apply to the rules,
not their fault really.’

Overwhelmingly, young people felt inappropriately
defined by success or failure in the examinations
and assessments associated with senior secondary
certificates. They rejected the idea that the breadth and
depth of what they know and can do is represented in
those credentials.

Connecting to context

The young people were also quick to point out, too, that
to keep the option for university study open, the whole
of their secondary schooling somehow became geared
to competitive ranking.
They realised that the ATAR is irrevocably competitive,
with no net sum gain. It is a rank, rather than a
score illuminating the degree to which things have
been learned.
If one student goes up in the rankings, another must
go down, regardless of the standard attained. Young
people are conscious that it doesn’t really matter what
standard they reach in their learning, as the game is to
beat the next person. This awareness robbed them of
the pleasures of learning, and caused them to set aside
their real interests and aspirations in the interests of
maximising their rank.

A number of young people also reflected that their sense
of success was diminished because their schooling felt
curiously separate from the rest of their lives, creating a
destructive sense of separation between who they really
are and what they need to do to be part of the learning
community of the school.
They had no opportunity to pursue in depth the areas
of knowledge and knowhow that reflect their personal,
family or community passions, interests, concerns and
challenges. School work, they said, was often just not
very relevant to their lives.

Young people from Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities commented
that the cultures of First Nations
communities value knowledge and ways
of knowing and learning that are often
excluded from the curriculum.

Young people also describe being anxious and stressed,
by the competitive nature of the rankings, feeling that
the one-shot, end of school examinations will determine
their future.

Recognition of learning success for all
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What young people had to say
‘(The) problem is that success suggests the
opposite is failure. Thinking that you will achieve
success later puts you into the mindset that you
aren’t successful already right now.’

Learning in these domains is vital to the personal
well being of First Nations young people, and their
communities, yet is usually not reflected in curriculum
or assessment practices of schools; nor is its value
recognised in formal certificates and credentials.
Success in learning in these areas does not
currently count.
To varying degrees, this point was echoed by all young
people, including but not exclusively those from refugee
and immigrant families, from minority or less-dominant
cultural groups, and from rural communities.
Young people felt restricted by the one-size-fits-all
approach to the curriculum that seeks to standardise
content, de-contextualise learning and does not
incorporate interests and ways of knowing that their
communities value or that reflect their personal passions
and interests.
The formal curriculum, according to these young people,
is curiously disconnected from their economic and social
ecosystems, leading to lack of engagement, a lack of
confidence, a sense of separation, even alienation.

‘I don’t do anything for fun. I do it to compete. To
get good grades. We become so focussed on good
grades, and we forget about learning. I just focus
on getting good grades, I don’t learn for passion!
When I started year 11, my passion for learning
just disappeared.’

Learning in and out of school
Many young people expressed appreciation of learning
they attained outside of school. They highlighted
especially the value of part time jobs, particularly when
they were associated with training. Young people valued
skills programs or short courses offered by employers,
scouting organisations and music or drama schools
or lessons.

Young people’s pursuit of hobbies and
interests, sport and club activities,
volunteer work and community services
were also mentioned as providing the
confidence and capabilities they think they
need most for success.
Some believe that not only was what they learned
through these experiences of great value but that they
also won greater acclaim for those attainments than they
received for their hard-won senior secondary certificates.
Recruiters recognise the skills learned from these
experiences as those that they want from recruits.
These experiences open doors for young people,
establish contacts and friendships, contribute to the
community and build communities of interest and
support for them.
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‘(We have ).. a very hierarchical system that
rather doesn’t fully measure success but perhaps
measures privilege.’

‘I just finished Year 12 last year and there’s lots
of pressure to get good grades, you have to put
your homework before anything else. You drop
everything else because all I did was school.’

‘The standard of “success” is restricting.’

Unanimity of views
The views of young people that learning in schools does
not prepare them to thrive are echoed in a range of
recent government sponsored reviews of the Australian
education system,23 in the commentary of economic
and social analysts24, tertiary education providers,25
international agencies26 and researchers,27 and in the
view of employers and employing authorities.28,29
A consistent picture emerges of the changing economic
and social environment for which school leavers
are ill-equipped to navigate.
The pace of technological and labour market change
means that many of the specific facts and skills that
they learned in school are likely to become obsolete
or irrelevant very quickly.

Estimates that up to 40 per cent of existing occupations
may be automated over the next two decades and the
rise of flexible work and the gig economy underline the
importance of young people developing broad-ranging
skills and knowledge, together with the capacity to
manage themselves and to navigate an increasingly
volatile labour market.
The OECD has recognised the nature of this emerging
environment, and aspires to measure success for
students based on their mastery of ‘complex knowledge
and skills needed in advanced economies as well their
ability to apply that knowledge and those skills to
problems with which they are not familiar’.30

The common themes emerging in these
official reports and expert opinions
and in the views of young people, is that
schooling in Australia does not reliably
deliver or recognise what young people
need if they are to thrive and contribute
to a healthy economy and society.
This situation is counter-productive for learners and
for the economy, for society, for communities and
for families.
These views suggest that Australian schooling
currently falls short of the high aspirations expressed
in the The Alice Springs (Mparntwe) Education
Declaration about the nature of learning that Australians
need to ensure that they are confident and creative
individuals, successful lifelong learners, active and
informed members of the community.

Recognition of learning success for all
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3. How success is currently
defined and recognised
The current recognition system in Australia was consolidated
in the last quarter of the 20th Century and organised around
the issuance of senior secondary certificates.

The system is elaborate, shaping how schools are
organised, what teachers teach and how they teach
it, what students study, how their learning is assessed
and recognised, what information is represented
on certificates and how this information is used by
recruiters and selectors.
The system is comprised of structural rules and
regulations as well as conventions and expectations
that govern the community view of good education.
Although there are differences between the educational
jurisdictions in Australia, the recognition systems
operate along similar lines across the country, as
summarised in Table 1 on page 15.
In broad terms, each state and territory in Australia
offers a senior secondary certificate, which can be
awarded to successful students after two years
(typically) of senior secondary enrolment in an accredited
school. Approximately 80 per cent of the Australian
cohort completes one of these certificates.31
In addition, a nationally consistent approach is used to
calculate an ATAR for any student seeking entry into a
tertiary institution which is approximately 54 per cent
of the cohort.32 This rank provides the positioning of
students in scholastic terms on a single scale, compared
to the whole Australian cohort.
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The componentry that underpins the official system
for recognising success in senior secondary schooling
includes subject syllabus regulations, school
accreditation processes, subject selection rules,
school-based assessment requirements, invigilated
examinations set by authorities, and moderation
activities for teachers and schools.
The system is well-regulated, trusted, and used
by learners, parents and schools, by governments,
university, other tertiary providers and by employment
recruiters. The system has served for many decades,
defining a path from school into academic pursuits.
There are, of course, non-university oriented subjects
offered as part of senior secondary studies in many
schools, especially in technology and service areas,
with some of these delivered by specialist vocational
education providers (‘VET in schools’).
However, there is a potent mix of logistical and
operational factors that inhibit students taking up these
options. There is also status anxiety associated with the
choice of such studies.
Many students, and their parents, regard these studies
as ‘second class’ options, and success in them does not
contribute to a sense for a young person that they have
‘aced’ their schooling.33

Table 1: A brief description of the system for recognition of senior secondary learning in Australia

Regulatory bodies
– In each educational jurisdiction, senior secondary certificates
are administered, warranted and issued by an assessment
and curriculum authority.34

– Another set of bodies, known as tertiary admissions
centres, owned and operated by tertiary institutions
in each jurisdiction, use the results supplied by the
authorities to calculate ATAR scores and to administer
the agreed process of selection of school leavers into
courses in the tertiary sector.

Learning ambitions
– T
 he breadth and depth of learning covered in students’
certificate programs varies widely. Each student makes a
limited selection from an array of units of study accredited by
the authority in their jurisdiction and offered by their school.
– E
 ach study unit is defined by a syllabus which specifies
the assessment required and the content to
be covered.
– J urisdictions may also allow credits for some vocational
education study and/or performances in elite sports,
or attainments in selected, approved external courses
of learning.

– For those seeking to keep open the option to attend
university, study selections are further constrained
to include selections from a smaller subset of
‘ATAR subjects’ that have a more academic, discipline based
orientation.
– In practice, there is an informal classification of subjects/units
as ‘easy’ or ‘hard’, usually determined by the degree to which
the content adheres to the academic standards of research
universities. Non-ATAR subjects are usually interpreted as
non-demanding.
– T here are some rules attending unit selection, used to ensure
a degree of breadth. These may include mandatory study of
English units, for example.

Assessment methods
– A
 student’s score in a subject is derived from teacher
assessment of student performance, often combined with
examinations, or their computerised equivalent, conducted by
the curriculum assessment authorities. Sometimes additional
performances or portfolios are required.
– S
 chool-based assessments are subject to formal regulation
and review processes, called moderation, in which the
curriculum and assessment authorities use various means to
ensure that the scores in one school are directly comparable
to the scores provided in any other school.

– A range of moderation methods are used, including using
work samples, and professional learning.
– Between-school comparability in subjects, particularly high
status subjects may also be moderated statistically using
examination results or scores on standardised tests of
academic aptitude.

Certification and agreements on use
– S
 tandards-setting methods vary across jurisdictions and
across types of programs. Mainly, standards are the domain
of examiners and moderators from the curriculum and
assessment authorities who monitor and report on standards
on a unit-by-unit basis.

– Standards for vocational courses in schools are subject to
Australian Qualification Framework standards,35 administered
by a separate national authority.
– Some external standards are applied for supplementary
credits, such as those used in music examinations, or for
literacy and numeracy performance in the compulsory
stages of schooling to Year 10.

Certification
– S
 cores in studies are provided on senior secondary
certificates.
– R
 anking in various studies are combined for
each student to generate an overall academic ranking
(known as the ATAR) of each student within the cohort.
Recognition of learning success for all

– T his ranking is used widely, although not exclusively, by
Australian universities to offer places to school leavers in
their courses. Young people who use alternative routes
(such as the International Baccalaureate) depend on
agreements with curriculum and assessment authorities
on ‘equivalence’ to the senior secondary certificates.
15

There are, in addition, opportunities in many schools
for learners to take alternative routes that bypass
this system. For instance, there are many alternative
programs for students in hundreds of schools37 that do
not lead to the award of a senior secondary certificate.
These learners may or may not learn something of value,
but they have no official recognition of what they have
learned after their twelve or thirteen years of schooling.

The upside of the current system is that
the scores and certificates that ‘successful’
school leavers earn are useful: they count
because they provide the trusted currency
for negotiating value, such as entry into
courses or recruitment into jobs.
The system is well-understood by its users and is seen
as reliable and fair.
The downside is that it is not particularly suited to
recognition of the breadth and depth of learning now
required and does not apply to all students. Those who
do not have that form of currency may or may not earn
recognition for what they know and can do. What they
have learned does not currently ‘count’.
The rules and regulations that establish what must
be learned do not add up to a definition of what any
individual learner is expected to know, or be able to do.
The standards are not explicit, or easy to interpret, and
it is not clear from looking at a certificate what a learner
might know or be able to do.
The system is competitive in orientation rather than
developmental. It privileges mastery of examinable
academic knowledge rather than knowhow and the
capacity to learn. It distorts schooling by marginalising
vocational and community-based learning, disregarding
the interests, passions, cultural contexts and agency of
learners, and failing to serve the cultural, economic and
educational needs of diverse communities.
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Teachers say that it constrains teaching and learning to
requirements of the ATAR, and that examinations give
marginal regard to vocationally-oriented studies that do
not lead to competitive university entrance, with artificial
separation of knowledge from application, privileging
preservation of academic knowledge and undervaluing
applied skills.
The inherent version of success defined through
examinations is narrow, focusing on what Lauren
Resnick36 refers to as ‘unsupported mentation’ in which
learning that counts most is a form of mental exercise
independent of any interest, passion or relevance to
particular context or environment.
The approach promotes memorisation, rote learning and
regurgitation, working against deep learning in a domain
or discipline and against development of deep skill in
professional or vocational arenas.
The current system for measuring and recognising
success at school for a young person, therefore, is
characterised by tiered options, privileging a narrow
conception of success defined by mastery of examinable
academic knowledge.
As young people pointed out, the system is competitive.
It marginalises community-based learning and operates
largely independently of the interests, passions, cultural
contexts and agency of learners.
The effect of this system of defining success in narrow
terms is that many, probably most, leave school with
a no formal recognition of the degree to which they
have acquired a broad range of knowledge, knowhow,
attitudes and values. One young person put the problem
succinctly: ‘I know (that) I know things that employers
would value, but I don’t know if what I know is a lot
or a little.’

A core challenge therefore is to develop a
new and trusted currency for recognising
the full range of learning required for
young people to thrive in learning, work
and the community.

4. A preferred system to align
recognition to desired learning
Features of a new recognition system that seeks to
redress some of these problems are starting to emerge,
documented in a range of reviews, programs and activities.
Innovative practices and programs that have been
developed in Australia and internationally point to new
ways in which we might redefine what school leavers
need to know and be able to do and align recognition
systems to that.
Recently, support for reform has been provided by
a range of official reviews38,39,40 in Australia and
internationally. The Review of Senior Secondary
Pathways into Work, Further Education and Training
referred to the need for ‘a bold shift in direction’ for
Australian senior secondary schooling, recommending
amongst other things changes to assessment and
certification practices in schools.41
It suggested that learning needs to build from each
learner’s own concerns and interests and those of
their communities.

Learning programs need to reduce the
divide between ‘knowing’, and ‘knowing
how’ and be connected into community,
and might include internships or other
work and out-of-school activities.
Learners will need to be given leeway to learn from
peers, from employers and from external mentors, as
well as from teachers in schools.
The South Australian Board of Secondary Education has
similarly signaled reforms to its secondary certificate:
‘At the heart of our Strategic Plan is a promise to every
student that they will finish their school experience
with evidence of their own unique ability to thrive.
We express “thrive” as the learning entitlement of
every student.’42
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This entitlement includes development of lifelong
learning capacities and a zest for life, deep
understanding and skilful action, the ability to transfer
learning, agency, human connectedness and belonging.
Jurisdictions in other countries are also grappling with
how they define success and how they align their
recognition systems to it.
In Canada, the People for Education43 led a multi-year
project to broaden the Canadian definition of school
success, incorporating new basics that include: learning
to learn, thinking creatively and critically, collaborating,
communicating effectively and developing a sense of self
and society.
In British Columbia44 graduation requirements have
been re-aligned around such ideas. In order to succeed,
students must take assessments in literacy and
numeracy that align with international trends for largescale assessments with a focus on competencies.45 They
must also show that they can apply their knowledge in
analysing, reasoning, and communicating effectively as
they examine, interpret and solve problems.
In New Zealand, the National Curriculum (The New
Zealand Curriculum and Te Marautanga o Aotearoa)46
aims to ensure students have the knowledge, skills and
values to be successful citizens in the 21st Century.
The documents set out five key competencies: relating
to others; participating and contributing; managing self;
using language symbols and texts; and thinking.
Of particular interest are organisations and schools,
some described in Appendix 1, that have already
positioned themselves as first movers in the directions
suggested.47 They include organisations like
Big Picture Schools Australia, the Mastery Transcript
Consortium, schools like Beenleigh School and the
LaTrobe Valley Authority.
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Each of these innovations has redefined the learning
that is necessary for young people to thrive and changed
how they assess and credential that learning so that
stakeholders can better recognise success.
They have sought to bypass the limitations of the current
recognition system and have adopted new approaches
to representing each learner’s knowledge and abilities.

In analysing these innovative approaches, six key
components for a new approach to recognition of
learning can be discerned.
These are described below:

Figure 1: Components of a new recognition system

New learning
ambitions

New
assessments

Broader and deeper learning required
by senior secondary students if they
are to thrive as creative, confident
individuals and active, informed,
contributing members of society.

New metrics

A set of measures that
enable teachers, schools,
and the community to
monitor and evaluate
the success of schooling
in supporting learners
to thrive, at school and
beyond.

Components of a new
recognition system

Public agreements amongst
stakeholders that settle how the new
credentials, standards and benchmarks
will be used to guide objective, fair,
equitable and efficient recruitment and
selection into post school options.

New pacts
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Methods for assessing the degree
to which a learner has progressed in
their learning in any domain, especially
when depth and complexity in
learning is required.
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Expressions of the
increasing levels of
sophistication learners
are expected to attain as
they progress in learning
from novice to expert,
or beginner to master in
any learning domain.

Documentation that is trusted,
and comparable, representing the
breadth and depth of learning a
person has attained, with utility for
learners, teachers, recruiters and
selectors.

New credentials

New standards

New learning ambitions:

New credentials

Broader and deeper learning required by
senior secondary students if they are to thrive
as creative, confident individuals and active,
informed, contributing members of society.

Documentation that is trusted, and comparable,
representing the breadth and depth of learning
a person has attained, with utility for learners,
teachers, recruiters and selectors.

This learning should encompass the traditional
areas of learning such as the basics, the
disciplines and vocational expertise, but also the
foundational, transferable skills in learning, the
capacity to create and sustain communities of
interest and capacity for learning agency.

Documentation is likely to include Learner
Profiles and micro-credentials, using a common
currency to evidence the standard of attainments
in the full range of learning domains, and
employing new forms of warranting to ensure
trust and utility.

New assessments:
Methods for assessing the degree to which a
learner has progressed in their learning in any
domain, especially when depth and complexity
in learning is required.
Methods include use of developmental
assessment, based on performance of complex,
authentic, challenging tasks, in a range of
contexts, so that assessors can generate valid
and reliable, comparable judgments of the
degree of attainment in a domain.

New standards:
Expressions of the increasing levels of
sophistication learners are expected to attain as
they progress in learning from novice to expert,
or beginner to master in any learning domain.
Expressions are usually in the form of leveled
progressions of behaviour observable as learning
progresses. The levels should be interpretable
independently of specific learning contexts
and lend themselves to defining objective
benchmarks of standards required for different
purposes, such as prerequisites for entry to
particular courses.
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New pacts:
Public agreements amongst stakeholders that
settle how the new credentials, standards and
benchmarks will be used to guide objective, fair,
equitable and efficient recruitment and selection
into post school options.
A priority for reaching agreements about how
new credentials can be used is to reach broad,
community-wide agreement about how tertiary
providers can use new credentials to select
from large pools of candidates for entry to
courses, especially highly competitive courses
such as apprenticeships and high status
university courses.

New metrics:
A set of measures that enable teachers, schools,
and the community to monitor and evaluate the
success of schooling in supporting learners to
thrive, at school and beyond.
Measures should focus on the degree to which
schools generare student success, broadly
conceived, for all learners, encompassing
attainment of standards across the learning
domains, levels of confidence and creativity,
degree of success in transitioning into work or
further study and value provided by students
to the local community or economy.

Component 1: New learning ambitions
At the heart of any recognition system are agreements
about the breadth and depth of learning required. A
simple synthesis of learning ambitions that capture the
breadth and depth of thinking about what students
should now learn, to thrive, is summarised in Figure 3.
The first element – basic literacies – is attainment
of the educational staples of the basic literacies
and numeracies, such as reading and writing, being
numerate and being able to use the basic digital tools
that are so important to modern society. These skills
underpin all learning, so demonstration of capability in
these domains is a necessary prerequisite for success in
learning, and success beyond school.
The second element – knowledge and knowhow – is
the ability to develop deep understanding in a domain
of knowledge and to be able to apply that knowledge
skillfully.

A learner should be able to demonstrate
that they have developed proficiency
with the terminology, concepts, theories,
structures and processes that make
up disciplines and other domains of
knowledge.
Learners need to learn in domains such as mathematics,
science, history, and cultural knowledge, but they
also need to be able to show that they understand
why the learning is relevant to them and apply the
resulting knowledge to provide value to a community.
This involves building, designing, providing services,
performing or growing or creating things of value
to a community of interest.
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The recent NSW curriculum review made a feature
of this idea, recommending that every syllabus in the
NSW senior secondary system be recast to contain
both knowledge and its application.
The third element – learning staples – relates to attaining
the staple skills of learning. Learners cannot develop
deep understanding or become skillful without having
the general capabilities and dispositions that will enable
them to remain agile and keep learning independently
throughout life. There are many different terms and
definitions used to describe these capabilities and
dispositions.48
The list provided by The Review of Senior Secondary
Pathways into Work, Further Education and Training
includes life skills, interpersonal skills, critical analysis
and evaluation, teamwork and collaboration, problem
solving, resilience and self-care, planning, organisation
and accountability, workplace initiative, entrepreneurial
skill and innovation and active citizenship. Each
capability is comprised of a complex set of intellectual,
attitudinal and dispositional skills required of the
lifelong learner.
These general capabilities cannot be taught
independently of a particular content domain. Once
taught and learned in any domain, these capabilities can
be carried with the learner as the ‘tools of the learning
trade’ throughout their lives.

Knowing how to learn and how to develop
deep expertise in any domain or discipline
requires high levels of skill in these general
capabilities.49
The fourth element – connectivity – relates to the
capacity to connect to communities of interest. As
learners approach their school graduation they should
have begun the process of induction into membership
of wider communities in which they will participate
in as workers, lifelong learners, community members
and citizens.

Figure 2: New learning ambitions

Capacity to chart
their own learning
towards expertise in
a chosen path, taking
risks, investing in
learning to attain their
purposes, harnessing
interests, and taking
responsibility for the
results attained

Learner agency

Knowledge and
knowhow

Connectivity

Capacity to create
and sustain valuable
connections to support
induction into wider
communities in which
they will participate
and contribute as
workers, community
members and citizens

Capacity to thrive
at school and
beyond

Learning
staples

Mastery of the
terminology, concepts,
theories, structures
and processes
that make up the
disciplines, vocations
and cultural domains
and application of
knowledge through
building, designing,
providing services,
performing, growing or
creating things of value
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Basic
literacies

Including critical
analysis and
evaluation, teamwork
and collaboration,
problem solving,
creativity, capacity for
resilience and self-care,
intercultural capability,
and entrepreneurial skill

Literacy, numeracy, and
the digital literacies
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‘If education is to develop young people as capable agents,
it can no longer rely on learning by routine.
It needs to take young people wider, deeper, and further, to give
them experiences of what it is like to take action, to make things,
to serve the community, to work with others, and
to take on challenges that might once have daunted them.’
61

Charles Leadbeater, 2017

Having experience with work is an important part
of connectivity. It might also include participation in
communities of people with shared interests in learning,
or associations built around professional practice,
or industry or workplace participation, or around
community or cultural organisations.
Learning how to create and sustain valued and valuable
connections within these communities is an important
skill for all young people.
Most important for thriving in an uncertain world is
the fifth element – learner agency.

A learner with agency is able to use
learning to create a better future for
themselves and others.50 They are
personally vested in creating a better
future through learning and are prepared
to devise goals and invest in their own
learning to achieve them.
They establish their own plans for learning what
they need to learn, built around an awareness of
the environment in which their purposes will be
enacted. They seek connection with other people in
their learning ecosystem (teachers, peers, employers,
tertiary providers, experts, community members, family
members) who can help them reach their goals. They
take responsibility for the choices they make, the actions
they take and the results they attain.
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They take risks with their learning, can navigate
unexpected consequences, and when they sometimes
fail, they pick themselves up again.

To develop agency in learning, students
need to have the opportunity to follow
their own interests, passions and needs,
relevant to their own context.
While at school, no matter the level of schooling,
learners thrive when they feel that they belong at school,
that the school respects them and their families, that
they bring value to the school community, and that their
life and experience, concerns and interests are reflected
in school life.51
This does not mean that students are left purely to
their own devices and judgment, or that anything goes.
On the contrary, having agency requires self-evaluation,
being able to gauge others’ expectations, and to
understand and respect community conventions and
standards that apply.
As Leadbeater says:
‘If education is to develop young people as capable
agents, it can no longer rely on learning by routine. It
needs to take young people wider, deeper, and further,
to give them experiences of what it is like to take action,
to make things, to serve the community, to work with
others, and to take on challenges that might once have
daunted them.’52

Component 2: New assessments
A trusted recognition system depends on the quality
of the assessments that are used to judge the degree
to which a learner has the skills and abilities required.

Commonly used methods of assessment
such as pen and paper tests are not
suitable for assessing attainments in
anything other than the knowledge
components of learning.
Such assessment techniques are typically unable to
provide the evidence required to judge the degree
to which a learner has agency, or has developed the
complex general competencies they require to apply
knowledge in context.
They often fail to distinguish learners who have
developed deep understanding and comprehension from
those who are merely well-coached. Current approaches
are best at judging capacities such as Resnick’s ‘pure
mentation’, and ‘individual cognition’.53

Judging the degree to which a learner has attained
the depth and breadth in learning requires use of
sophisticated assessment techniques54 usually described
as developmental and performance-based.
Judgments depend on observations of students’
performance across a range of different settings, with
assessment based on carefully-moderated judgments
of teachers and others, often including peers and
supervisors in out-of-school activities.
The tools required to support quality assessment of this
type are emerging. They ensure that assessments are
valid and reliable, and based on standards that apply
across contexts, on a common scale.

These tools include use of learning
progressions and standards-based
assessment frameworks, design of
performance-based tasks, moderation
of judgement-based assessments and
aggregation of multiple evidence sources.55

They miss important elements required to thrive,
such as how to develop shared understandings,
to collaborate and to use technology and tools in
combination with learning to achieve a practical
outcome of value to a community.

Recognition of learning success for all
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Component 3: New standards
Trust in assessments is enhanced if there is a commonly
agreed and understood set of standards to support
interpretation. Teaching in Australian schools in Years
1 to 10 is designed around a national curriculum
framework that defines some standards of attainment
required for learning. These standards set common and
agreed expectations about the level, rate and scope of
learning (for instance in reading, writing and numeracy)
that a student should attain as they progress from year
to year.
Tertiary education providers also operate within
a national standards framework (The Australian
Qualification Framework, or AQF) that defines
standards of cognition required in degrees, certificates
and diplomas.
For senior secondary students, the standards are
typically defined by inference, established by the
content that state-based regulating authorities set for
each syllabus or examination, or by prerequisites set by
particular recruiters. ‘Standards’ in different syllabuses
in a particular subject area can range across various
AQF levels.
There is no generalised, common expression of
standards that would support understanding of what
standards might apply in a range of study scores,
or programs.
There is no common or agreed currency for standards
that apply to senior secondary schooling.
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A range of work is in train aimed at building elements
of a generalised standards framework that might be
applied to ensure trust and integrity in the assessment of
general capabilities. The Department of Education, Skills
and Employment (DESE) is developing a national general
capabilities framework to enable tertiary education
providers (which may include senior secondary
providers) to reliably assess and benchmark these skills.
The standards inherent in the Australian Core Skills
Framework56 and the Australian Core Skills for Work
Framework57,58 are used by a number of institutions to
benchmark standards in their programs.

Establishing generalised standards that
can apply as a form of currency across
programs and which can be applied in
any context or environment, independent
of a set syllabus, will be an important
component of any new recognition system.
This would enable all stakeholders to understand
expectations about what learners know and can do,
to establish benchmarks to guide decisions and trust
in credentials, regardless of the context or program in
which they are developed.

Component 4: New credentials
A key component shaping thinking about a new
recognition system is the idea of a learner profile.
Broadly conceived,59,60 a learner profile is a trusted digital
document that showcases a young person’s learning
attainments, describing what the learner knows and
can do and who they are. It is a document owned by
a learner, but designed and populated for them.
Just as senior secondary certificates are warranted by
assessment and credentialing authorities, a learner
profile needs to be an authoritative record of attainment,
with contents warranted for accuracy, validity and
comparability. Profiles should thus be based on a
common language and be keyed to external, generalised
standards that provide a currency for comparison.
Results should be moderated to ensure comparability.
Learner profiles should be trusted by and have utility
for all concerned: learners, parents, teachers, recruiters
and selectors.

A key purpose of a learner profile is to
provide agency for individuals so they can
take control of their own learning.
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Learners and their advisors and teachers should be
able to use it to shape decisions about learning and
to facilitate exploration of post-school options.
For recruiters and selectors, the information should
support fair, comparable, unbiased, transparent,
efficient and effective decision-making for selection
and recruitment.
A learner profile should not be created just prior
to graduation, but rather be updated as learning is
accumulated during the senior secondary years and
beyond. Learners can monitor their own progress
and understand their strengths and weaknesses.
Content of a learner profile might include elements
such as: attainments in various disciplines or domains,
referenced to external standards; key benchmarks that
have been met in skills such as literacy, numeracy and
digital literacy and in foundational and transferable
general capabilities; performances in programs and units
of study; records of certificates or other successes the
student has attained; work or community experience;
a snapshot of passions and interests; and/or a short
biography.
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The possible anatomy of a learner profile is illustrated
in Figures 4 and 5. A profile ideally has layers with an
easy-to-peruse front page. A reader should be able to
click through to lower levels to explore evidence and
nature of learning. A range of practical learner profiles
is showcased in Appendix 1.
Micro-credentials can provide a practical mechanism for
accumulating a record of learning attainments drawn
from various sources. Micro-credentials are appropriate
for assessing and recognising the level of attainment of
complex general capabilities, such as critical and creative
thinking, communication skills, collaboration, enterprise
skills and other general, transferable capabilities.62
They have also been used for recognition of skills of
relevance to particular cultural groups, or communities,63
as they can be customised for context, while being
linked to common standards. Some organisations
are using such credentials to recognise First Nations
cultural knowledge64 and there is no reason why such
credentials should not be a valued component of a
secondary graduate’s representation of their learning.

Few of the core propositions underpinning
the idea of the learner profile and microcredentials are new in Australian schools.
Some out-of-school learning popular with school-aged
students is already credentialed and can count towards
senior secondary qualifications.
This includes certificates for training provided by various
employers, in music, languages, team and sporting
achievements and medical and community service.
VET courses mapped to certain levels in the AQF
can be counted in senior secondary certification in
some jurisdictions, with topics ranging from bicycle
maintenance or pet grooming to automotive body
maintenance, from university studies to equestrian skills,
from language studies to the use of Microsoft digital
tools. In these cases, the recognition is authorised by the
jurisdictional authority, which requires a warrant from a
reputable provider.
By these means, it should be possible to provide a
clear, commonly-interpretable representation of the
breadth and depth of learning attained during secondary
schooling, regardless of where and when it was learned.

Figure 3: Key features of a learner profile

Photo or video of learner
and information about the
provider
such as a school or other
authority that attests to the
trustworthiness and provenance
of the information.
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A brief description

A profile of attainments

of who the learner is, their
interests and aspirations,
background and experience
to date (or link to a short
self-explanatory video).

of the breadth and depth of
attainment, using a common
language and currency,
referencing common and agreed
learning goals, and mapped
to agreed standards and
benchmarks.
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Highlights of key
programs and activities
Descriptive detail providing
evidence of the learner’s
journey.

Figure 4: Anatomy of a learner profile

A learner profile is a trusted multi-level digital
document displaying what a learner knows and can
do and who they are as a result of their schooling.

The document is secure, owned by a learner,
warranted, compiled and stored by a suitable
authority and trusted by recruiters, selectors
and other stakeholders.

A multi-layered digital document
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Component 5: New pacts
A young person leaving school needs to know that
any representation of their learning will be trusted and
have utility in the broader community, to assist in their
transitions beyond school. Otherwise, the definition
of success it embodies will be marginalised.
It is not simple for a credential to earn the trust and
develop the utility required to facilitate transitions of
school leavers to their post-school destinations. Any
credential needs to be efficient and feasible for a
school to produce and easy for a recruiter or selector
to use to discriminate between candidates. It needs to
allow objective and unbiased selection, be transparent
and understandable, fair and equitable. It needs to be
stable, but flexible enough to respond to extenuating
circumstances. The ATAR, the currently-dominant
settlement governing transition from school to tertiary
education has many of these qualities albeit based
on a narrow learning base.
Some of the first movers (see Appendix 1) who
have tested the utility of learner profiles have sought
agreement with tertiary providers and/or employers
about their use in selection and recruitment processes.
For instance, in the Latrobe Valley Authority, employers
frequently cited as a reason for not employing locals
a lack evidence of capacities such as communication
and self-management skills,65 which they see as vital
for success within the workplace.
Standard education credentials provided no clues,
so the Authority created its own assessments and
learner profiles to assist employers in the region with
these decisions. Job seekers or employees can have their
transferable skills independently assessed and profiled
by the Authority. Other organisations in the innovation
group have developed or are developing trusted
relationships with particular universities to accept their
profiles as alternative to the ATAR, for instance as
explained in Appendix 1.
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Establishing useful, transparent, widely understood
agreements or pacts on how new credentials and
standards can be used is an important part of any new
recognition system.
One priority for crafting a new compact is related to the
selection of school leavers into competitive courses such
as apprenticeships and prestigious university courses.
Recruiters and selectors need a trusted, efficient, fair and
equitable way to use new standards and new credentials
to select from among highly qualified candidates. A
pact will represent an important step in ameliorating
the damaging dominance of existing settlements, most
notably the ATAR.

Component 6: New metrics
The National Report on Schooling66 provides information
on the following indicators that relate to senior
secondary schooling:
– proportion of 15-year-old students achieving at or
above the international proficient standard (level 3)
in PISA
– apparent retention rates from Year 10 to Year 12
– the gap in apparent retention rates between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students
– the participation of students in VET in schools
– proportion of students aged 17-24 years who are
fully occupied in work and/or education and training.
Other metrics, attuned to a broader conception of
learner success, are emerging. For instance, student
wellbeing measures are increasingly being used to judge
the degree to which a school is generating confident
creative, connected learners.
A wider range of monitoring metrics in the basic
literacies has been proposed.67 Many schools now
review student destinations and student success in
transition to post school opportunities.

‘The educational struggles of Indigenous peoples of the
world involve more than the struggle for access to and
participation in both non-Indigenous education systems and
culturally appropriate education.
The educational struggles of Indigenous peoples are
fundamentally and unequivocally concerned with the right of
Indigenous peoples to be Indigenous’.
58
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Such new indicators of school and system
success more faithfully align with the
scope of new learning ambitions and
need further development as a means
of aligning the national effort.
Who benefits?
The review, practices and arguments on which this
report rely are premised on a belief that all learners,
and the Australian economy and society, will benefit if
schooling adopts broader and deeper learning ambitions,
and makes sure that the methods of assessment and
recognition of learning align with this.

An objective is to ensure those who find
the current system least effective will
benefit the most. Those who benefit the
least may be facing financial barriers,
geographic isolation, be part of a cultural
minority or have learning needs not suited
to the mainstream methods of teaching.
One powerful mechanism by which these learners
are expected to benefit is to make explicit, visible and
transparent the broad and deep learning ambitions and
standards for success. The goalposts for success should
not be tacit or implicit.

In addition the development of learner agency in every
learner will help those in educationally disadvantaged
groups. Having agency means being able to build on
personal and community experience and interests,
in ways that count.
This provides a powerful antidote to the disengagement
and lack of confidence that at times characterises
learners who experience disadvantage.
This thinking is evident in the case argued by First
Nations communities. First Nations cultures comprise
ways of knowing and ways of learning and deep cultural
knowledge of great local and national value, most of it
unrecognised in formal certificates and credentials.
The Coolangatta Statement on Indigenous Peoples’
Rights in Education points out that:
‘The educational struggles of Indigenous peoples of the
world involve more than the struggle for access to and
participation in both non-Indigenous education systems
and culturally appropriate education. The educational
struggles of Indigenous peoples are fundamentally and
unequivocally concerned with the right of Indigenous
peoples to be indigenous’.68
First Nations knowledge and knowhow and the interests
and cultural aspirations of Indigenous communities, need
room for expression in the organisation of learning and in
the definition of learning success. Increasing the breadth
of the learning ambitions provides that room.

All learners, not just those who have much in the way
of cultural capital, need to be able to claim recognition
for their capabilities and to understand what is to be
demonstrated.
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5. Trust and utility

The arguments
This report addresses the problem that too many
young Australians finish school ill-equipped with the
knowledge, skills, attitudes and dispositions they need
to navigate the transition from school.
The previous sections have argued that a new narrative
is required for recognition of learning in senior secondary
schooling, so that valuable innovation and change can be
scaled and sustained and not relegated to the periphery.
As part of this narrative, a broader and deeper
conception of what constitutes success in learning
in Australian secondary schools is adopted, so that
all young people have the confidence and creativity,
knowledge and knowhow they need to make a smooth
transition from school to further study and work,
and into a thriving adulthood as lifelong learners.
In addition, better alignment to this conception of
learning is required in the recognition system that
sets standards and requirements and assesses and
credentials the learning of secondary school leavers.
Six components that would generate better alignment
were described.

The goal is to ensure that every young person learns,
and is able to demonstrate, the degree to which they
know and are able to do what is required to thrive at
school and beyond. It should not matter where they
do the learning or how they do it.

It is possible to imagine that with a new
and broader conception of success and
new components in a recognition system,
learning in programs that are currently
peripheral or conducted in environments
that do not at presently officially count,
could be recognised and brought within
a common standards-based recognition
system.
For this to happen, the community would need to trust
that credentials accurately and reliably represent the
learning of every candidate. In addition, new credentials
would need to provide to all stakeholders (teachers,
learners, selectors and recruiters) the same or greater
levels of utility than is currently enjoyed by only some,
especially university recruiters into competitive courses.
This will be of particular concern for recruiters and
selectors from the tertiary education sector, for whom
the ATAR has great utility.
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Trust by the community, and utility for
stakeholders are two fundamental qualities
of any recognition system.
Trust and utility generally take time to establish. In the
meantime a checklist is provided of questions that need
to be answered about any learning program, if it is to
produce trusted, useful credentials representing the
breadth of learning attained.
These questions can form the basis of an argument
that can be used by program providers. Being able to
answer them can provide a program sponsor with the
evidentiary base to inspire confidence in the degree
to which they warrant the trust of the community and
demonstrate utility for stakeholders.
The questions can be also used to monitor effectiveness
of any new initiatives.
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Questions to guide innovation and prototyping of a
new recognition system
The range of questions posed to guide prototyping are as follows.

Table 2: Questions for a senior secondary program, about trust and utility

Program alignment to ambition
1. Does the scope of learning address the full range of
capabilities required to thrive, as outlined, for instance,
in The Alice Springs (Mparntwe) Education Declaration,
or as outlined in Figure 3?
2. Has the community of stakeholders agreed to the
scope of learning that each learner needs to thrive? Do
stakeholders include the relevant broader community
(capturing various cultural, social, community, economic,
personal and family interests)?
3. Is the program designed to capitalise on learners’ own
personal interests, and the social and economic interests
and concerns of their communities, while retaining
generalisability, transferability, and comparability
of learning?
4. Are learners encouraged to develop learner agency?
5. Are learners encouraged to develop connections to
communities of interest outside the school?

Assessment quality and assurance of
standards?

9. Is the assessment developmental and
standards-based?
10. Does each learner have samples evidencing their
learning, to back up the assessments?
11. What methods are used to mitigate possible tradeoffs in learning intentions, such as, between improving
level of competence in the transferrable learning
capabilities, versus devoting time to techniques of exam
preparation; or teaching to developing agency and depth
of mastery, versus attaining high scores on low-level
cognitive pursuits through coaching?

Utility of a trusted credential that
represents breadth and depth?
12. Is the recognition method used (e.g. profiling) able
to validly, accurately and reliably represent the breadth
and depth of learning in an easily interpretable,
comparable manner?
13. Is the credential able to capture learning attained in
non-standard contexts and environments, but still keyed
to common standards and relevant benchmarks?

6. Are assessments of attainments of sufficient quality
to guarantee reliability, validity, comparability, and
fairness of assessments in all learning domains?

14. Does the representation of learning have utility for
learners and teachers to assist with developing learning
agency, to plan future learning, and more easily navigate
transition to further opportunities?

7. Are assessments based on observations of
performance in a range of contexts which allow a learner
to demonstrate their learning?

15. Are universities and employers able to use the
credential to reliably and validly differentiate between
candidates for highly competitive courses or jobs?

8. Has each individual had the opportunity to
demonstrate the full range of relevant capabilities they
have developed, whether developed in school or out?

16. Are any pacts or agreements about how the
credential will be used for recruitment and selection
public, transparent, fair, equitable, and efficient?
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Next steps

Fairness and integrity?
17. What methods are used to mitigate risks that some
learners or stakeholders may be disadvantaged when
out-of-school learning is counted, or when learning skill
is assessed, by factors like poverty, geographic isolation,
or cultural diversity?
18. What methods are used to mitigate risks that some
learners or stakeholders will try to game any system?
e.g. “Work 40 hours for free and I’ll certify that you have
the skills”?
19. What methods are used to mitigate risks to
integrity of assessment (e.g. passing off the work of
others as yours)?
20. Is there clear accountability for providing a warrant
for the credential to ensure trust and utility?

Feasibility?

These and other questions cannot be resolved by
theoretical analyses and an important part of prototyping
by Learning Creates Australia is to examine the potency
of this thinking.
Through all and any of the planned prototyping,
program design, standard-setting, assessing and
evaluating, credentialing and monitoring, the core
aspiration remains: to ensure that every learner can
become a confident creative individual, able to thrive
in contemporary economic, social and community
environments.
Such work will be of particular value to those who are
currently marginalised by the dominant recognition
system. All learners including those representing diverse
backgrounds, perspectives and experiences, should be
able to find value.
The hope is that new programs and approaches that
adopt the new narrative will reinforce each other’s
work and add up to a scaled, effective response that
can be trusted by the community and has utility for all
stakeholders.

21. Are providers (schools), and recruiters and selectors,
able to manage the practical workload associated with
learner profiles, micro-credentials and new assessment
approaches?

Appropriate metrics?
22. What information is used by the provider (school) to
check the degree to which each learner’s experience did
indeed, as expected, set them up to thrive at school,
and beyond?
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Appendix 1: Four Learner
Profile Initiatives in Australia
1. Latrobe Valley Authority
Micro-credentialing of Enterprise Skills
The Latrobe Valley Authority is working with industry,
education providers and community in the Gippsland
region to develop and pilot use of micro-credentials to
recognise enterprise skills of job applicants. The skills
that have been identified as important to the Gippsland
industry growth sectors include the enterprise skills
of communication, problem solving, and collaboration.
The region is undergoing transition in its workforce
from coal-based and agricultural local industries to
greater diversification and adaptive roles. This initiative
aims to help by providing a means for workers and
school leavers to obtain formal recognition of enterprise
skills which are considered essential for successful
participation in the workforce but for which they have
no formal recognition.
The micro-credentialing initiative is anticipated to appeal
to workers or students seeking employment, or those
who are in transition between jobs and who need skills
not recognised specifically in mainstream credentials.
It is expected to help employers with recruitment
challenges. The image to the right is a sample Enterprise
Skills Profile developed through this program.
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2. Mastery Transcript Consortium
The Mastery Transcript is the product of the Mastery
Transcript Consortium, a large coalition of schools in the
United States. A number of Australian schools have also
joined this initiative. Each profile captures attainments in
general competencies, as well as achievements in more
traditional school programs and out-of-school programs.

Recognition of learning success for all

The Mastery Transcripts have been designed carefully
through a rigorous process involving stakeholder
consultations, assessment design, metadata design,
professional training, building of an evidencing system
and so on. The image below showcases the Mastery
Transcript produced for each student. It captures
the achievements and skills of learners across
different areas.
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3. Big Picture Education Australia: new
measures of success for all school leavers
Big Picture Education Australia (BPEA) has been an
innovator and ‘first mover’ in education in Australia
for over a decade. Responding to global and local
challenges that are driving the need for young people to
be problem solvers, creative thinkers and entrepreneurs,
Big Picture learning is explicitly designed to develop
students as researchers and independent learners with
real world experience, ensuring they are well prepared
for life beyond school. BPEA is a national network
of (largely) public schools implementing a highly
personalised approach to secondary education that
is transforming traditional approaches to curriculum,
pedagogy and assessment.
In the Big Picture design for schooling, students learn
through exploration of their passions and interests
through sustained project and inquiry work as well as
internships with expert mentors in the community. This
approach - uncoupled from traditional school structures,
subjects and timetables - encourages students to
develop rich, eclectic knowledge and capacities, while
having agency in their learning.
The Big Picture design for learning weaves together
theory and practice, novices and experts, in-school
and out-learning experiences, and group and individual
learning. Students pursue such diverse topics as: artificial
intelligence, drone-delivery services, exercise physiology,
midwifery, marine biology, carpentry, jewellery design,
broadcasting, filmmaking and neuro-surgery ... to name
but a few of their passions.

Personalising Assessment: The International Big
Picture Learning Credential ©
As no two students have the same interests, it follows
that a different approach to assessment is required.
BPEA students do not sit standardised final year
exams, nor require an ATAR to enter into tertiary
study. Judgements of learning attainment are based on
demonstrations and observations of capacity throughout
the year, performance at regular exhibitions and
presentation of learning in student-curated portfolios.
Assessment is criterion-referenced rather than normbased or ranked.
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In 2020 BPEA introduced the International Big Picture
Learning Credential© (IBPLC) to evaluate and certify
student achievement at graduation. This credential is
for all students who wish to personalise their learning,
both in Big Picture schools, and beyond. Developed
in partnership with the Assessment Research Centre
at the University of Melbourne, BPEA has designed a
credentialing system to provide a widely recognized and
trusted warrant of the distinctive accomplishments and
qualities of each learner.
The International Big Picture Learning Credential©
comprises six assessment frames based on the Big
Picture Learning Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Knowing How to Learn
Empirical Reasoning
Quantitative Reasoning
Social Reasoning
Communication
Personal Qualities

These assessment frames specify progressive levels of
development that identify what a holder of the credential
knows and can do at each level. Students are assessed
on their capacities to reason, inquire, hypothesise,
quantify, analyse, communicate, relate, share, create,
make and evaluate. Students themselves can use these
frames to map their work over time and take ownership
of their growth and development, while teachers and
mentors can provide continuous and specific feedback.
At graduation students being awarded the new
credential receive a Learner Profile which provides a
rich description of their interests, accomplishments and
qualities.
The integrity of academic results is preserved and
overseen by issuing authority Big Picture Education
Australia, while students can choose to complement
their profile with a video statement, photo and webbased examples of their work, references or personal
achievements.
The Learner Profile offers meaningful, accessible
information to end-users in universities, training colleges
and employment, while allowing students significant
agency in the way they are represented; something not
often accorded them in schools.
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4. Beenleigh State High School,
Queensland, Australia
Beenleigh has been working with the ARC at the
University of Melbourne to construct a bespoke approach
to assessing and micro-credentialing the development
of students’ complex competencies, specifically those
related to work-readiness. This initiative commenced
after the school identified a need to assess and microcredential employability skills of its secondary school
leavers.
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Such initiative is expected to be influential in drawing
attention to the importance of recognising competencies
(such as initiative and creativity, problem-solving,
collaboration and teamwork, self-management)
essential for success in life and work, beyond academic
achievements and certifications. The Learner Profile
from Beenleigh State High School captures a range
of information about the student, including student’s
performance in academic subject, attendance
rate, qualifications attained, level of competence in
employability skills such as problem solving, and badges
from other achievements and participations. It also
includes statements and references about the student.
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